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It’s as good a snapshot as any of this event’s purported ability to

bring disparate members of a community together. Daish and

MacTiernan’s focus is a plan to take the spirit of Shuffle into a

permanent cultural space within a tumbledown lodge at the edge of

the Cemetery Park. After a successful premises hearing the previous

evening their dream of a café, workshop space, mini cinema and

office for the volunteers who look after the grounds is closer. “We

want to be able to say, ‘This place is for the public and for a specific

type of activity.’ And it can’t be moved, gentrified or sold on.”

Still, as they depart to prepare rain cover for a planned fundraiser,

they’re adamant that the festival itself will continue to have a life. If

only to stand as a reminder of another way to offer outdoor

entertainment in the capital. “Big festivals such as Lovebox and Field

Day  serve a purpose but we’re the opposite of that,” says

MacTiernan. 
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the National Theatre (2013’s Bullet Catch) and now

from Trump to Brexit, and Drummond is going to
see whether a majority vote changes the outcome

4/9  London Feminist Film Festival

The London Feminist Film Festival returns for its
�fth edition this week at its usual home of
Dalston’s Rio Cinema. A screening of feminist
classic The Sealed Soil by Iranian director Marva
Nabili has been moved to the BFI because
demand for tickets has been so high, but there’s
also a whole host of short �lms and
documentaries to catch at the Rio.  
 
August 17-20, Rio Cinema;
londonfeminist�lmfestival.com
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